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Yes, Oui, Да, Si, Tak,  نعم etc.  

Yes, Oui, Ja, Да, Tak,  نعم etc.            
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Across  
    

1 Controversial, rising star of Filipino politics 22 Conservative Muslim country in Southeast  

 facing arrest in US for outstanding fines of  Asia known for Petronas Twin Towers, nasi  

 $353 million for human rights abuses in era   lemak and provocative tweets of outspoken,  

 of gangster father  nonagenarian former Prime Minister about  

7 “Going to dark bed there was a square round   crimes of colonialism, right of Muslims to  

 Sinbad the Sailor roc’s …’s egg in the night   defend themselves and power of Jews  

 of the bed of all the …s of the rocs of   resulting in frequent calls to suspend account 

 Darkinbad the Brightdayler” Ulysses 
 

Down 
8 Leafy address in popular horror franchise by  

 Wes Craven (also Northcote) (3, 2) 1 Grand family seat and boyhood home of  

11 Frédérick Lemaître or Fred Leuchter or   Winston Churchill in Woodstock, Oxfordshire 

 Fritz Lang or “Fatty” Lohmann (initials) 3 Nightmarish subject of timeless antiwar poem  

12 Keanu Reeves role as messianic computer  Dulce et Decorum est by Wilfred Owen 

 hacker in dystopian cult classic from 1999 4 Lethal violence on massive scale 

13 Iconic, starch-based adhesive with red and  5 Feted, German conductor known for funereal 

 white label and handy brush in cap  tempi and actor son (Colonel Klink) (initials) 

15 “Moreover, the enemy has begun to employ  6 Site of Crucifixion (called Place of the Skull) 

 a new and most cruel bomb, the power of   located in Church of the Holy Sepulchre or 

 which to do damage is, indeed, incalculable,   alternately in bus depot on Sultan Suleiman  

 taking the toll of many innocent lives. Should   Street in occupied East Jerusalem (proposed  

 we continue to fight, not only would it result   by Gordon of Khartoum) 

 in an ultimate collapse and obliteration of the  9 Garland of flowers given to notable visitors 

 Japanese nation, but also it would lead to the   to Hawaii such as Elvis or The Beatles 

 total extinction of human civilization” 10 Filipino Muslim minority located mainly in  

 Emperor of Japan known for touching Jewel   south (predating Spanish catholic juggernaut) 

 Voice Recording of 1945 informing Japanese  11 Initials shared by philosophical tract of Søren  

 people of surrender in light of threat of utter  Kierkegaard examining anxiety of Abraham  

 annihilation  during binding of Isaac and popular fast-food 

17 One of the sons (in Chronicles) of Jerahmeel,   outlet at 360 Lygon St., Brunswick East (cnr. 

 the first-born of Hezron, with Ram, Bunah,   Victoria St.) (closes 10.30PM) 

 Ozem and Ahijah) from Hebrew meaning  14 Greatly loved, US cartoon character known  

 “pine” or “ash”  for striped top and security blanket 

18 Infinite Justice or Islamic Jihad (initials) 16 Predatory, black and white, toothed whale 

20 Object of secret, romantic infatuation  named after Roman god of Underworld 

 


